Abstract. This paper presents a new numerical method: Continous Element Method (CEM) for vibration analysis of thick shells of revolution taking into account the shear deflection effects. Natural frequencies and harmonic responses of cylindrical and conical shells subjected to different boundary conditions obtained with this kind of formulation are in close agreement with finite element solutions. The main advantage is the reduction of the size of the model thus allows the high precision in the results for a large frequency range.
INTRODUCTION
The Dynamic Stiffness Method is a highly effcient way to analyse harmonic responses of structures made up of many simple elements. This method, also known as the Continuous Element Method (CEM), is particularly well-suited to pylon and beam lattice structures. It is based on the so-called dynamic stiffness matrix, denoted hereafter K(ω), which gives exact relations between forces and displacements at the ends of a structural element [1] . The exactness of the relation can only be understood with regard to a given elastodynamic theory. In the case of straight beam assemblies, exact solutions of the equations of motion according to Euler -Bernoulli assumptions or the Rayleigh and Timoshenko theories have been widely used to derive the dynamic stiffness matrices [1] , [8] - [11] . During the 1980s, several computer codes were developed based on this method. The calculation of the dynamic stiffness matrix for curved beams is based on an integration of the equations of motion whose associated eigenproblems has been solved beforehand [12, 13] . Using a very similar approach, an axisymmetric cylindrical shell element with no shear effects has been developed as well [4] .
The next stage was the development of plate elements. For this kind of elements, the solution of the equations of motion is theoretically unattainable. Nevertheless, a dynamic stiffness matrix has been built from series expansion [13] .
This paper is a direct continuation and a significant advantage of the above mentioned research. Its main object is to present a procedure to obtain the dynamic stiffness matrix of an axisymmetric shell which takes into account both the rotatory inertia and shear deformations effects. The method is based on a series expansion of the displacement of the cross-section's middle line and an integration of the dynamic transfer matrix.
STRONG FORMULATION
Consider one axisymmetric surface with OZ called right axis of revolution. The most common of this type of surface are of course the cylinder and the cone. The geometry of the axisymmetric shell is shown in Fig. 1 . The deformation-displacements relations and the relations between internal efforts, moments and displacements are written by [3] :
with:
, K : shear correction factor, h: thickness of the shell, υ: Poisson's ratio; E: Young modulus. The dynamic equilibrium relationships are written by [2] :
EXPRESSION OF THE SOLUTION
As part of the dynamic study of an axisymmetric shell in harmonic vibrations, the temporal terms are separated from spatial terms: u(s, θ, t) = u(s, θ)e iωt , f(s, θ, t) = f(s, θ)e iωt where u(s, θ) is generalized displacements and f(s, θ) is generalized forces. This leads to a system of partial differential equations [7] , involving only the fields u ϕ , u θ , u 3 ,
Other fields: N θθ , N θϕ , Q θ3 , M θθ and M θϕ are deduced by earlier behavioral relationships (1) .
Symmetrical vibration, anti-symmetrical vibration
The solution is expressed by the form of development in Fourier series. It is necessary to consider the symmetrical forms of solutions and anti-symmetrical forms with respect to the variable θ. For symmetric vibration, the symmetrical variables are defined by:
It is simple to build the solutions for anti-symmetrical vibrations by swapping sin(mθ) and cos(mθ). The special characteristic of axisymmetric shells is the decoupling of solutions of the problem (4) , that means the final solution will be obtained by superimposing the solutions of each of m modes. To reduce the system, it is more convenient to use the distance s measured along the meridian of the shell than using the angular coordinate ϕ. Note that:
The derivatives of state solution with respect to the curvilinear abscissa s are calculated from (1) and (2):
The system (3) is written in the matrix form:
This equation will be used to build a dynamic stiffness matrix [K m (ω)] which connects the state variables defined by boundary conditions in the abscissa s = 0 and in the abscissa s = L.
Dynamic transfer matrix
The matrix [T m (s → s , ω)] is called dynamic transfer matrix. It computes the state solution vector (y m (s , ω)) in s from the state solution vector (y m (s, ω)) in s: (4) will be simplified as follows:
To determine the dynamic transfer matrix [T m (s, ω)], the first order equation (5) 
Expression of dynamic transfer matrix for axisymmetric shells
The solution of equation (5) is
The dynamic transfer matrix [T m (ω)] connects the state vector at s = 0 to the state vector at s = L (L is the length of shell). Thus, one has
where:
Expression of dynamic transfer matrix for typical shells
In case of cylindrical shell, the dynamic transfer matrix is computed by
For the conical shell, the dynamic transfer matrix is written:
with: [K m (ω)] depends on the pulsation ω:
Expression of the dynamic stiffness matrix [K m (ω)]
The dynamic transfer matrix [T m (ω)] is decomposed in 4 blocks:
and the state vectors at s = 0 and s = L are:
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Continuous element for circular cylindrical shells
In this case, R = ∞; R θ = a, (3) becomes:
The continuous element for cylindrical shells is constructed using these equations. The numerical calculation is performed with:
a. Frequencies of a clamped-clamped cylindrical shell Table 3 . Comparison of reduced pulse Ψ = ωR First, CEM formulation is compared to a Finite Element 3D model and to another analytical model developped by Lam [6] (Table 1, Table 2 Then, reduced pulse of an isotropic free-free cylindrical shell is also investigated in Table 4 . Results obtained by these comparisons are excelents which validate our CEM model.
b. Frequencies of a clamped-free cylindrical shell
The properties of the cylindrical shell are:
The Finite Element model used is a shell model with inclusion of transverse shear which consists of 180 x 6 mesh elements (Fig.3 ) meanwhile only one element is sufficient for the calculation by the Continous Element method. Table 5 . presents the comparison of natural frequencies (in hertz) of the clampedfree cylindical shell by using 3 methods: our formulation, results of CEM by Le Sourne is the reduced computation time, a minimum storage of data and a mesh much easier since reduced to a single element. Several terms of m are enough for obtaining a solution with high precision. Differences appear between the two models beyond 2000 Hz. By increasing the fineness of the mesh, the responses obtained by the Finite Element method converge to that obtained by our formulation, it is noted also that the results of Finite Element model will degrade quickly when going up in frequencies.
Continuous element for circular conical shells
Here: R ϕ = 0, R θ = x tan α, R θ sin ϕ = x sin α, R ϕ dϕ = dx, (3) is written as:
Response curve of a clamped-free cylindrical shell 
a. Frequencies of a clamped-clamped conical shell Consider a free conical shell with the following characteristics:
The Finite Element model used is a shell model with inclusion of transverse shear which consists of 180 x 6 and 210 x 6 mesh elements ( The results are compared to those of Garnet and Kempner [5] who summarized some results based on different theories (Table 7) . In general, values obtained by the method of continuous element are lower than those of other theories. Another observation is that the influence of the transverse deformation and rotary inertia becomes important when the conical is shortened. In general, there are no remarkable differences between our results and those of the literature.
CONCLUSIONS
A simple method to deal with the construction of the dynamic stiffness matrix of axisymmetric shells is presented. This method has been successfully used to develop a circular-basis cylindrical shell and a circular-basis conical shell continuous elements that take into account the rotatory inertia and shear deflection effects. Results are given in the case of cylindrical and conical shells for which it has been shown that the models that neglect the shear deformation and rotatory inertia are not suitable. Natural frequencies and the harmonic response obtained with this kind of formulation are in close agreement with finite element solutions. The main advantage is the reduction of the size of the model thus allows the high precision in the results for a large frequency range. The next research concerns the introduction of coupling effects with fluid or other kinds of structural elements such as laminated composite plates or shells.
